Remote Simultaneous Interpreting
Interpreting 4.0 – The New Dimension of Simultaneous Interpreting
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RSI provides various connection options for different event formats, whereby data security is always our top priority

Making Simultaneous Interpreting More Efficient and Globally Available Wherever the
Location May Be
For decades now, simultaneous interpreting could only be provided by conventional means with the physical presence of interpreters, booths and equipment at the venue itself. By using digital technologies, we reduce your time and effort for simultaneous interpreting by a significant amount. Interpreters
operate from an RSI hub and do not need to be present at the event location – that is Interpreting 4.0!
Our RSI solution is not bound to a specific platform. That means transmission to and from the event takes place using our own, highly professional solution
with end-to-end monitoring of a dedicated server structure that enables reception via UHF or infrared. Cloud links for personal mobile devices (BYOD) are
also possible.
N&M's remote solution can also be integrated into client meeting platforms – for 100% virtual meetings, for example.
We generate resource-saving and economic benefits by also setting up temporary hubs at our N&M sites, on the client's premises or at the venue and
linking them without having to depend on a specific platform.

Benefits for Organisers
Simple implementation of multilingual capability at international
events.
 o more booths at the event itself:
N
 reduction of set-up and dismantling times, personnel
		 deployment, materials and logistics activities; no laborious
		 concealing of the booths, no space problems
 simplified accreditation and registration processes
 reduced travel and accommodation expenses
 customer can "take along" their own experienced interpreters
I mplementation of virtual or hybrid formats:
 remote connection of simultaneous interpreters increases
		 the – international – reach of events
 ynergies:
S
 multiple parallel events or break-out sessions can be covered
		 at the same time
 savings thanks to coverage of a number of short events on
		 the same day
 eception via:
R
 conference receiver (IR/UHF)
 BYOD (app/landing page)
 meeting platform

We Offer
o ur own server-based high-end solution or provision of
interpreting without having to depend on a specific platform
(including cloud-based)
h ub with proven interpretation technology taking DIN/ISO
standards into account
S
 ecurity:
 redundancy
 cyber security
 end-to-end and real-time monitoring
 expert technical support
e xpert and highly professional consulting from our in-house
conference interpreter regarding simultaneous interpreting
and multilingual capability at events
u se of temporary hubs at the event site itself or at N&M sites
integration into client platforms is possible
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Y ou too can enjoy the clear benefits provided by Interpreting 4.0.
Would you like further information and professional advice?

Our Contacts
Marcel Scharmann
Marcel Scharmann, an expert in interpreting systems since 2003, is in charge of our conference technology. Always on the lookout for enhancements and innovations, he designed
"Remote Simultaneous Interpreting" for N&M in constant close collaboration with leading
national and international interpreter associations.
 +49 711 30529 122  marcel.scharmann@neumannmueller.com

Find out more online:
 Neumann&Müller Veranstaltungstechnik
Mörikestraße 56
73765 Neuhausen auf den Fildern
www.neumannmueller.com

